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There was a time when even just a little of this guidance and good advice would have saved me

years of sexual starvation and could have spared me some very awkward and painful learning

experiences.In this book we take an honest look at the practical and emotional challenges of having

great sex with herpes.IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll show you how to manage the real world situations that involve

communication, safety and timing. IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll also offer you some easy to understand life changing

insights (based on the facts) so that you can once again feel sexy and attractive... without guilt or

shame.Here are just a few of the things youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll get from the Sex with Herpes Lifestyle

Guide:IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll give you some refreshing new perspectives (based on some surprising facts) that

let you enjoy your sexuality without the heavy burden of guilt or shame.IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll show you the

importance of safety and trust and how you can communicate so that these things feel stronger than

ever.IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll give you guidance you can use to help you handle decisions and conversations

about medications, condoms and timing with confidence and clarity.YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll learn some fun

exciting things you can do when timing is bad so that herpes does not ruin the attraction and

physical connection.IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll show you safe ways to explore physical intimacy that enhance

feelings of anticipation, pleasure and satisfaction.IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll show you why herpes simply does not

have to stop you from being spontaneous and expressive in bed and how you can even use

delayed gratification to make things more exciting than ever.ImportantlyÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll

learn how to take care of yourself so that you minimize outbreaksÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ minim risk and as a

bonus result end up feeling more sexy and alive than ever.YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll also learn the secret

truths about some of the best long term sexual relationships (with herpes) that no one is talking

about.Learn more about sex and communication than 99% of people ever doThis is your

opportunity to learn more about sex and communication than 99% of people ever do. The truth is

that few people regardless of herpes learn how to navigate this area of their lives responsibly and

maturely.No one can deny that herpes changes your sex life. It changes the way you have to

communicate and it challenges you to be responsible and mature. But when you meet these

challenges with support and guidance you will discover that the very best parts of sex can be better

than ever, while some of the more awkward and potentially hurtful parts of sex (even the ones that

were there even before herpes) get far easier to avoid. Why let precious years pass you by when

you can enjoy attraction, connection and all the amazing rewards of sex, just like any normal healthy

human being?Rather than watching these precious years pass you by, you can make a choice right

now to re embrace your sexuality and once again enjoy attraction, connection and all the amazing

rewards of sex, just like any normal healthy human being ever could. If you are ready to try



something and create your best sex life ever then itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s time to read this book and learn

some new things about whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s really possible.
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I thought my sex life was ruined and had no one to talk to about it. I'm just so grateful for this book.

It's full of realistic lessons on how to have a great sex life with herpes. I'm realizing this book is not

just about sex with herpes, it's about how to use communication to create the trust and intimacy that

leads to having good sex. The bottom line is that if you have herpes and want great sex, you have

to get WAY better at communication. It's that simple. I honestly never thought much about

communication and sex before. I read some of the chapters in this book and actually wished I had

read it years ago. I think my sex life would have been better if I had given more thought to intimacy

and communication. I'm excited and see that my sex life can be even better than before.I have

purchased products promising to cure herpes and did everything I could to avoid dealing with this.

I'm realizing that I can't just stick my head in the sand and pretend I don't have a problem AND I



can't go around acting like I have the biggest problem in the world. I'm realizing that herpes is

something I have to handle with like a mature adult (and I was scared to do that before). Good

information like this is a lifesaver.
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